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Presentation Agenda

• Introduce Ethics, Behavioral Systems, and Behavioral 
Systems Analysis (BSA)

• Provide an example of BSA in the context of 
interdisciplinary collaboration
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Presentation Materials

• 1. Presentation slides
• 2. Decision-making algorithm example
• 3. Checklist for Analyzing Proposed Treatments
• 4. Presentation references
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Ethics, Behavioral Systems, and Behavioral 
Systems Analysis (BSA)



Ethics Defined

• “The emission of behavior in compliance/coordination with 
the verbally stated rules and behavior-analytic cultural 
practices guiding practitioner behavior that are espoused 
by the BACB Code” (Brodhead, Quigley, & Cox, 2018, p. 
167)
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Ethical Behaviors Are Important
• Many of us provide behavioral services to some population of 

individuals in educational settings
• If not, you currently, or may one day, provide supervision to those 

who do
• Sometimes, our oversight of professional and/or ethical 

behavior may go by the wayside
• Especially since time spent promoting these skills may necessarily 

be obvious or directly support the goals of our students
• However, ethical and professional behaviors should not be 

ignored
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Unethical Behavior

• Unethical behavior may result in
• 1) harm to students
• 2) damage to the school’s reputation
• 3) litigation
• 4) harm to the field of Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA)
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Behaving Ethically
• Most of us know what we need to do

• Very few people wake up in the morning and say, “I’m going to do 
wrong today”

• The difficulty lies in translating our guidelines into behaviors 
(processes) that produce desired outcomes in practice

• May occur for a few reasons
• Training may rely heavily on teaching memorization of the code and 

case studies that may or may not be relevant to practice
• Difficulty establishing and maintaining situation-specific behavior 

that meets standards set by the BACB
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Behavioral Systems
• Behavioral systems are the answer
• What is a system?

• “An organized, integrated unified set of components, accomplishing 
a particular set of ultimate goals or objectives” (Malott & Garcia, 
1987)

• Behavioral systems allow for the standardization of processes 
and policy that occasion desirable employee behavior

• Systems are purposeful, not random
• Additional reading:

• Sigurdsson & McGee (2015)
• Diener, McGee, & Miguel (2009)
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Example System: Discrete Trial Instruction
• “An organized, integrated unified set of components, 

accomplishing a particular set of ultimate goals or 
objectives”

• Goal: Systematically provide instructional opportunities
• How is accomplished?

• Standardization of instructional behaviors
• Train paraprofessionals and provide feedback
• Observe paraprofessional behavior over time to ensure high 

treatment integrity 
• Discrete trial instruction is a system that must operate 

smoothly in order for individuals to learn (Brodhead, 2019)
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Example System: Functional Analysis
• “An organized, integrated unified set of components, 

accomplishing a particular set of ultimate goals or objectives”
• Goal: Analyze the environmental variables that may be responsible 

for the occurrence of problem behavior
• How is this accomplished?

• Train teachers how to identify potential controlling variables
• Train teachers to develop and implement experimental conditions
• Observe implementation over time to ensure high procedural fidelity

• Functional analysis is a system that must operate smoothly in order 
for teachers to accurately identify variables responsible for problem 
behavior (Brodhead, 2019)
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Systems Abound
• Systems in education, in some cases, are well established

• DTI and FAs as examples
• The systems necessary for engaging in ethical behavior are often much 

less clear
• Examples:

• Make good data-based decisions
• Be a good collaborator
• Identify the best function-based treatment
• Act in the best interest of your students

• When people behave unethically, we often blame them for their own 
actions
• Victim blaming: saying the victim of the problem is the cause of the problem
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The student is always 
right.
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The school is responsible for employee 
(e.g., teacher and instructor) behavior, 
because the school has control over the 

environment.

*Technically, organisms behave, and schools do not.



Behavioral Systems
• In an educational setting, customized systems of ethical 

training and supervision must be established
• to meet the needs of the school
• to comply with the BACB Code of Ethics
• to best meet the needs of its students
• as an antecedent strategy to promote appropriate behavior
• as an antecedent strategy to prevent misconduct

• The 6 Steps of Behavioral Systems Analysis (BSA) provides a 
straight-forward tool for making changes and meeting goals 
within a school
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Six Steps of Behavioral Systems Analysis
• Analyze the natural contingencies
• Specify the performance objectives
• Design the system
• Implement the system
• Evaluate the system
• Revise until you reach performance objectives
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Analyze
• Identify the potential behavioral excess or deficit

• Note the negative effects it has on the environment
• Ensure there is a need for change
• All potential targets for intervention should fall 

under one or more elements of the BACB Code 
• For example:
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Employee Behavior and Negative Effects BACB Code Elements(s)
Para note in records that they ran behavioral 
programs but actually did not.

1.04 (integrity)
2.0 (responsibility to clients)
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Specify
• Specifying the performance objective is the 

functional equivalent of stating a goal, just as you 
would for one of your students.

• Each performance objective should reflect a 
behavior (or behaviors) that you can measure.
• For example: 

• “Employees will take data after each instructional trial, 100% 
of the time.”

• Identify your measurement system.
• Measurement is a critical component of BSA and 

cannot be ignored.
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Design
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• The Performance Diagnostic Checklist – Human 
Services (PDC-HS) is a tool that can help identify 
deficits, and subsequent interventions, for 
undesirable employee performance. 
• Based on the PDC designed by Austin (2000)
• Evaluates performance in four main areas:

• Training;
• Task clarification and prompting;
• Resources, materials, and processes;
• Performance consequences, effort, and competition
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Bowe, M., & Sellers, T. P. (2018). Evaluating the 
Performance Diagnostic Checklist-Human 
Services to assess incorrect error-correction 
procedures by preschool paraprofessionals. 
Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 51, 166-
176.



Implement
• Implement the intervention, and be prepared to 

overcome any barriers that may arise during the 
implementation process.
• If you’re having trouble identifying what could go 

wrong, think back on your previous experiences as a 
behavior analyst working under similar conditions.

• Examples:
• Employee turnover
• Observer drift in behavioral definitions
• Competing demands for your time
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Evaluate
• Indicate how you plan to ensure data analysis 

happens and how often it will happen.
• Indicate who will be involved in the data analysis 

process.
• Indicate how you plan to display the data.
• Describe the potential challenges that may arise in the 

data collection/analysis process and how to resolve 
them.
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Challenges That May Arise Potential Solutions
1. There may be more pressing issues to discuss
at meeting.

1. Budget time in the agenda for discussion 
and share data electronically for comment.

2. Other demands may compete with collecting 
and graphing data.

2. Delegate this task in advance.
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Revise
• Use the data you collect in the previous step 

(Evaluation) to inform the revisions you make.
• Good interventions drift into mediocrity, and some 

can drift quite quickly.
• You should always be on the lookout for ways to 

make your system better and more efficient.
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Six Steps of Behavioral Systems Analysis
• Analyze the natural contingencies
• Specify the performance objectives
• Design the system
• Implement the system
• Evaluate the system
• Revise until you reach performance objectives
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ASDIER: a tool for systems change



BSA Example



Analyze
Interdisciplinary: “involving two or more academic, 
scientific, or artistic disciplines” (Merriam-Webster, 
2014)

• “Interdisciplinary involves the combining of two or 
more academic disciplines into one activity.  It is 
about creating something new by crossing 
boundaries, and thinking across them” (Wikipedia, 
2014, emphasis mine)
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Analyze
• Though collaborative skills are important, they are 

rarely addressed in ABA pre-service and in-service 
training (Kelly & Tincani, 2013).

• This is concerning, since collaboration amongst 
team members can improve consumer outcomes 
(Hunt et al., 2003).
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Analyze
When a treatment that is not behavior-analytic is 
proposed, we may

• accept the treatment
or
• reject the treatment
• suggest an alternative treatment

Old BACB Code of Conduct 9.01: “The behavior 
analyst should promote the application of behavior 
principles in society by presenting a behavioral 
alternative to other procedures or methods.”
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Analyze
• The nature of addressing non-behavioral 

treatments places the behavior analyst in a tough 
position
• We are obligated to promote student safety and the 

science of human behavior in the best interest of our 
students

• Assuming student safety is not compromised, 
excessive or inappropriate complaints may erode 
clinical relationships and possibly limit a student’s 
access to needed behavior-analytic services

• This may be especially problematic if questionable treatments 
are actually effective or empirically supported
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Specify
• Behavior analysts should engage with colleagues 

in a manner that maintains and improves a 
working relationship

• Behavior analysts should act in the best interest of 
their students
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Design
• One way to promote ethical behavior is to 

standardize expectations and behaviors for 
employees to engage in

• A decision-making algorithm (DMA) is one form of 
standardization
• A DMA is typically portrayed as a decision tree, flow-

chart, or some other graphical format
• By answering a series of guided questions, the user is 

guided through the flow-chart towards a specific answer
• Also known as “process systems”
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Weighted Vests
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From Quigley et al. (2011) 



Ambient Prism Lens
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From Chok et al. (2010)



Ambient Prism Lens
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From Chok et al. (2010)
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• Newhouse-Oisten, Peck, Conway, and Frieder 
(2017) proposed an alternative model to evaluating 
treatments

• This model is specific to prescription medication 
recommendations, but it may also be useful 
beyond that

• This model stresses that all treatment providers 
are aware of all types of treatments that are being 
implemented at all times
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Newhouse-Oisten et al. (2017)
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Implement
• If you were to implement this system in your 

school, what barriers would you expect to 
encounter?
• Teachers may need explicit training on appraising non-

behavioral research literature
• Teachers may stop using algorithm
• Dynamic nature of interdisciplinary collaboration may 

require a decision-making framework that is different 
than what is proposed
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Evaluate
• If your process is a model of decision-making, 

monitor adherence to the process
• Percentage of correct responses
• Hypothetical or real-life scenarios

• Social validity from consumers (Luiselli, 2015)
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Conclusion

(this slide is intentionally left blank)
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Contact

• Matt Brodhead
• mtb@msu.edu

• Visit www.mattbrodhead.com
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